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THE 7TH ANNUAL ONLINE SRSS 2021: CALM, KIND AND CAPABLE: A SELF-REG RESET FOR EDUCATORS & CAREGIVERS

Calm, Kind and Capable
A Self-Reg Reset for Educators & Caregivers
Virtual Self-Reg Summer Symposium
July 5 – 23, 2021
Join Stuart Shanker, Susan Hopkins, the TMC Team and Self-Reggers from around the world for 
SRSS 2021: Calm, Kind and Capable, A Self-Reg Reset for Educators and Caregivers. Our 7th summer 
symposium will offer diverse virtual experiences that will not only deepen your Self-Reg 
knowledge, but also help you recalibrate and restore after a historic and challenging year where 
we had to learn to meet children’s needs (and our own) in new and unforeseen ways.

In fact, a deep focus on restoration, which is the fifth practice of Self-Reg, will be front and 
centre at SRSS 2021. We’ll dive deep into restoration, not just in the biological domain, 

but across all five domains! What does it mean to restore cognitively, or prosocially 
for that matter? How does restoration affect our capacity to help children grow 
into the calm, kind and capable friends, learners and leaders our communities 
need?

Gain insight and inspiration from:
 • Keynotes with Stuart Shanker, Susan Hopkins and special guests.

 • Self-Reg talks, workshops & master classes by Self-Reggers from around the world.
 • Opportunities to connect, reflect and share stories with fellow learners.
 • Our signature online Self-Reg activities.
 • Best of all, our online symposium format is so flexible! No need to travel or to be somewhere at a   
        specific time.

SRSS 2021 will take place over a three-week period, with new content released each 
day. There will be opportunities to join us live for certain presentations and activities, but you will be 
able to access all content until August 31, 2021. 

Self-Reg can help you be at your best for the children you teach, work with and care for in 2021/22!

All registrations will have access to SRSS 2021 content 
until August 31, 2021. Extended access can be purchased.

Early Bird  
Full Admission $495

Available until  
March 31, 2021

Full Admission 
$595

Access  
to all content

Keynote Admission 
$195

Access  
to Keynotes only

Equity Pricing Full 
Admission $395

Only 25 spots 
available

REGISTER HERE!

Join us and find out!

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/srss-2021-calm-kind-capable-a-self-reg-reset-for-educators-caregivers-registration-136721605001?aff=TMCeStore
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JULY 2021
 SELF-REG SUMMER SYMPOSIUM SNAPSHOT
WEEK 1

Monday
July 5

Wednesday  
July 7

Thursday  
July 8

Friday  
July 9

Tuesday
July 6

Opening Keynote 
Reframing Capable

with Dr. Susan Hopkins

Self-Reg 101 
Introduction to the 

Self-Reg Framework & 
Practice 1: Reframe the 

Behaviour

Keynote 
Teaching and Parenting 
Strategies that Address 

Resilience with  
Dr. Jean Clinton

Self-Reg Talks 
Individual Self-Reg #1 
Self-Reg & Others #1

Self-Reg 101 
Practice 3: Reduce the 

Stress Load

Master Class

Restoration in the 
5 Domains: Emotion

Self-Reg 101 
Practice 4: Reflect 

Enhance Stress 
Awareness

Small Group 
Discussions

SRSS Full Circle 
Panel

Self-Reg 101 
Practice 5:  

Restore Energy

Opening Keynote 
A Neural/Psychological 
Look at Dysregulation 

with Dr. Stuart Shanker

Restoration in the 
5 Domains: Biological

Self-Reg 101 
Practice 2: Recognize 

the Stressors

WEEK 2
Monday
July 12

Wednesday  
July 14

Thursday  
July 15

Friday  
July 16

Tuesday
July 13

Susan Hopkins 
Keynote 

Reframing Kind

Master Class: 
Self-Reg & Trauma

Self-Reg Talks 
Individual Self-Reg #2 
Self-Reg & Others #2

Conversations on 
Equity, Diversity 

and Inclusion

Parent Night  
(FREE)

Master Class

Restoration in the 
5 Domains: Social

Small Group 
Discussions

SRSS Full Circle 
Panel

Keynote 
A Self-Reg Pathway 

from Dysregulation to 
Restoration with  

Dr. Stuart Shanker

Restoration in the 
5 Domains: Cognitive

WEEK 3
Monday
July 19

Wednesday  
July 21

Thursday  
July 22

Friday  
July 23

Tuesday
July 20

Susan Hopkins 
Keynote 

Reframing Calm

Master Class: 
Self-Reg for Teens and 

Families with ACES

Self-Reg Talks 
Individual Self-Reg #3 
Self-Reg & Others #3

Conversations on 
Stewardship of the 
Land, Environment 

& Our Children's 
Future

Master Class Small Group 
Discussions

SRSS Full Circle 
Closing Talk  

with Dr. Susan Hopkins 
and Dr. Stuart Shanker

Keynote 
The 5 Domains of 
Restoration with  

Dr. Stuart Shanker

Restoration in the 
5 Domains: Prosocial

New content released daily in July! Access all the great content whenever 
suits your schedule until August 31, 2021. REGISTER HERE!

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/srss-2021-calm-kind-capable-a-self-reg-reset-for-educators-caregivers-registration-136721605001?aff=TMCeStore
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Reframing Capable with Dr. Susan Hopkins • 11:00am EST
In our opening keynote Susan Hopkins turns the Self-Reg lens on the concept of capable. We all want 
to be and feel capable and we wish the same for all children. Being “capable” is connected to self-
regulation, resilience, and achieving our goals, whatever those may be. So, what does it mean to be “a 
capable person” and how do we get there, both for ourselves and with the children and teens in our 
work and lives? And what does “capable” and fostering “capable” look like in the summer of 2021 as we 
look forward to a post-COVID well-being reset? 

The traditional self-control based approach is that capability derives primarily from a combination of 
knowledge, skill and effort. In this Self-Reg reframe of “capable”, Dr. Hopkins will unpack, through the 
science, a relational understanding of “capable” across five domains: biological, emotion, cognitive, 
social and prosocial. Susan will look at the deep roots of feeling capable and how it connects to self-
regulation and resilience, along with factors that can block our view of capability in both children and 
adults, including:
   • Why it is time to recognize and bust the myths that feed deterministic thinking and contribute
    to limiting views of children’s potential.
   • How the self-control concept of capable (knowledge, skills, effort) can create inequity for many   
    children and teens.
   • The role of the Interbrain and co-regulation in healthy growth-promoting relationships with the  
    “capable” children and teens in our lives and work.
   • The connection between “capable” and: safe, rooted, balanced, and trusted and why all 5 “look   
    fors” matter.

Self-Reg 101: Introduction to the Self-Reg Framework
Are you new to Self-Reg? Looking for a refresher? Are you an aspiring Self-Reg learning leader? The 
Self-Reg 101 series, offered throughout SRSS, offers sessions for anyone hoping to focus on the 
foundations of Self-Reg. You will learn:
   • Self-Reg is about understanding, not managing, behaviour.
   • Self-Reg is about the impact of stress—positive and negative—on behaviour and development   
    across the five domains of self-regulation.
   • Self-Reg is about learning to distinguish between misbehaviour  and stress behaviour.
   • Self-Reg is as much about the Self as the children in our care.

Self-Reg 101 Practice 1: Reframe the Behaviour
Launch your exploration of the “how” of Self-Reg.
   • Reframing is a game changer that helps us see a person’s behaviour and needs differently.
   • Reframing how we see a child or adult (including ourselves) who is stressed helps us see them   
    and their needs differently.
   • The importance of asking "Why?" and "Why now?" when considering the behaviour, well-being,   
    learning and stress (positive and negative) of all children, youth and adults.

MONDAY, JULY 5
WEEK 1
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A Neural/Psychological Look at Dysregulation  
(In Children, Teens, Personally, Societally) with Dr. Stuart Shanker • 11:00am EST
Anyone who has studied Self-Reg has an intuitive grasp of what dysregulation means; “mentally 
stressed-out,” a  state that occurs when stress levels are too high, the polar opposite of being optimally 
regulated. And we know that dysregulation leads to problems in mood, behaviour, thinking, social 
interaction and moral behaviour—even physical health. But what exactly is going on inside us when we 
are dysregulated?

In this much-anticipated keynote, Dr. Shanker breaks it all down and explains the brain and body 
processes that are at work when people and groups are dysregulated. Specifically he will look at:
   • The conditions that produce dysregulation.
   • How and why dysregulation reorganizes neural functioning.
   • The roles played by the amygdala, the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems and   
    other physiological systems.
   • How dysregulation, and the unfettered limbic system it creates, becomes itself a major source   
    of stress that keeps us dysregulated.
   • How the neuro-physiological processes of dysregulation affect our psychological functioning.

Restoration in the 5 Domains
Dr. Stuart Shanker says restorative activities that help us reduce tension and refill our energy tanks 
are critical to transitioning from dysregulation to restoration. But, while we often think of energy and 
tension as a physical thing, restoration is not just about the biological domain. We need to restore in 
the emotion, cognitive, social and prosocial domains as well. 

This series of five participatory workshops, led by Susan Hopkins, will enable you to explore, and 
more importantly, experience what restoration looks like and feels like in each of the five domains. 
Our restoration workshops will follow the Head, Heart and Hands model, but in reverse. Each session 
will start with Hands: a calming or playful activity to help you feel restored in the domain of focus. 
Then we’ll move to the Heart, with a chance to reflect on your experience, and finally to some Head 
knowledge about the Self-Reg science of restoration.

Biological Domain • 2:00pm EST

Self-Reg 101 Practice 2: Recognize the Stressors
Dive into the second Self-Reg practice: Recognize the Stressors: 
   • The difference between positive and negative stress.
   • Examples of stressors, including hidden stressors, in all five domains.
   • The multiplying effect of stressors across domains.
   • The signs that tell us when a child is overstressed.

TUESDAY, JULY 6
WEEK 1
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Teaching and Parenting Strategies that Address Resilience
with Dr. Jean Clinton • 11:00am EST
In her sixth year as an SRSS presenter, Dr. Jean Clinton turns her engaging mind and voice to the all-
important challenge of supporting resilience. With the last 18 months behind us and a brighter path 
ahead, Dr. Clinton will offer a much-needed reset in our thinking about this important topic, particularly 
with respect to children who face challenges that may affect their resilience. Dr. Jean, who wants us 
to think of children as “at-promise” rather than “at-risk,” will explore a range of ideas about 
supporting resilience, including:
   • How we can meet the basic needs that are at the roots of resilience: feeling   
    safe, cared for and having a sense of belonging.
   • Looking at factors in the environment that can spark a child’s stress   
    system to be on guard.
   • Asking the right “why questions” about children who need more support  
    or seem less resilient than their peers.
   • Children do well when they can. How we can turn this wonderful idea into  
    action. 
   • The crucial role of relationships and how we can connect with children who are  
    less resilient.

Self-Reg Talks
Join us for our TED-style Self-Reg Talks! Our Self-Reg experts will energize and inspire you with 
short compelling personal stories on the connections between Self-Reg and various aspects of our 
symposium theme: Calm, Kind and Capable: A Self-Reg Reset for Educators & Caregivers. This year our two 
streams will focus on Individual Self-Reg and Self-Reg & Others.

Individual Self-Reg Session #1
Self-Reg Talks in the Individual Self-Reg stream will focus on insights, aha moments and lessons learned 
about personal Self-Reg in relation to our conference theme. 

Self-Reg & Others Session #1
Self-Reg Talks in the Self-Reg & Others stream will focus on insights and aha moments about Self-
Reg in other people: children, adults, friends, loved ones and professional colleagues. Talks will cover 
experiences at both work and home, various domains and all will be related to our conference theme.

Self-Reg 101 Practice 3: Reduce the Stress Load
Learn all about the third practice of Self-Reg: Reduce the stress:
   • The impact of reducing excess stress on children’s thinking, behaviour and mood.
   • Individual variability in stress reactivity and vulnerability.
   • Reducing stress in group environments.
   • Reducing hidden stressors that only affect some people.
   • Reducing stresses that affect individuals.
   • The impact of our stress on the children we work with.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 7
WEEK 1
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Master Class • 11:00am EST
SRSS Master Classes fill a gap related to the growth of our community and their 

insatiable thirst for knowledge. These classes, which are open to anyone 
who has completed TMC’s Self-Reg Foundations, Leadership for Self-

Reg Schools or Early Childhood Development Programs, will go 
deeper or broader into the science, theory and practice of Self-Reg.

Restoration in the 5 Domains Emotion Domain  
• 2:00pm EST

Self-Reg 101 Practice 4: Reflect, Enhance Stress 
Awareness
Deepen your understanding of Self-Reg’s fourth practice: 
Reflect:

• How to recognize when we (and the children we work with) are 
overstressed.

• States of arousal (energy and tension) and how they affect stress 
reactivity and behaviour.

• The importance of understanding what calm feels like.
   • The Self-Reg meaning of safety.

THURSDAY, JULY 8
WEEK 1
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Small Group Discussions • 11:00am EST
Focusing on small group dialogue, participants will discuss their 
application of Self-Reg knowledge and practices in relation to 
our theme of Calm, Kind & Capable. Small group topics  will be 
decided on the day. Participants will be able to join any group 
that takes their fancy when they join the Zoom meeting.

SRSS Full Circle Panel • 2:00pm EST
In these freewheeling Friday afternoon sessions Susan 
Hopkins and panels of three Self-Reg experts, will explore 
ideas and themes emanating from the weeks proceeding. 
Be prepared for lively discussion, compelling stories and lots 
of insights from Self-Reggers across a variety of  disciplines 
and practices.

Self-Reg 101 Practice 5: Restore Energy
Come and explore the 5th practice of Self-Reg: Restore and promote 
resilience
   • Not just coping: the importance of recovery and restoration.
   • The impact of energy depletion on children and adults.
   • Activities that reduce tension and restore energy.
   • Individual differences and variability in restoration.

FRIDAY, JULY 9
WEEK 1
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Reframing Kind with Dr. Susan Hopkins • 11:00am EST
“Be kind wherever possible. It is always possible.” Dalai Lama. Similar words have been written or 
uttered by many people—Kahil Gibran, Albert Schweitzer, Kurt Vonnegut and Princess Diana, to 
name just a few. And we all likely have our own version of that ideal. A child or adult can have all the 
knowledge and skill in the world, but if they are not kind, what are their skills worth? In her second 
keynote, Susan Hopkins looks at kindness through the lens of Self-Reg knowledge and practice, 
examining diverse issues and questions such as:
   • Is kindness something that has to be taught, through instruction and positive or negative   
    reinforcement? Or is it an inborn capacity that we need to nurture and scaffold?
   • What blocks kindness in children and adults? (Spoiler alert! It’s excess stress.)
   • The connection between kindness and safety in all five domains of Self-Reg.
   • How we convey safety (or lack of safety) through limbic communication and creating a feeling   
    of safety in the environment.
   • The role of brain balance in kindness and other prosocial behaviours.
   • How the five practices of Self-Reg can help us nurture our own prosocial capacities and in turn,   
    the prosocial capacities of all children.

Master Class Self-Reg & Trauma with Paula Jurczak • 2:00pm EST
Led by Paula Jurczak, this master class will look at how The Self-Reg Framework and the Shanker 
Method can inform and enhance trauma-informed practice to ensure that children are not 
inadvertently retraumatized in non-therapeutic settings such as classrooms and homes. 

MONDAY, JULY 12
WEEK 2
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The Self-Reg Pathway from Dysregulation to Restoration
with Dr. Stuart Shanker • 11:00am EST
In this keynote, Dr. Shanker dives deeper into the meaning of restoration, a term that has always been 
associated with Practice 5 of Self-Reg Restore. In psychophysiology, restoration refers to core biological 
processes that promote the feeling of being revitalized and refreshed. Self-Reg shares but also 
broadens that focus by looking at restoration through a psychophysiological lens to answer questions 
such as:
   • How does restoration relate to our energy, tension, arousal and calmness?
   • How can we begin to move towards restoration when we’re highly dysregulated?
   • Why does “trying hard” to restore often backfire?
   • What role do the other four practices of Self-Reg play in setting the stage for restoration?
   • What can we do besides engage in restorative activities such as meditation, yoga or exercise? 
   • What role do social engagement and the Interbrain play in restoration?

Tune in and be enlightened about this crucial step in addressing our own well-being!

Restoration in the 5 Domains Cognitive Domain • 2:00pm EST

TUESDAY, JULY 13
WEEK 2
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Self-Reg Talks
More engaging and personal stories from Self-Reggers, educators, 
caregivers, practitioners and experts with a Self-Reg lens 
related to our conference theme.

Individual Self-Reg Session #2

Self-Reg & Others Session #2

Conversations on Equity, Diversity and 
Inclusion
 Join Susan Hopkins in exploring 3x talks from experts in 
the field of equity, diversity and inclusion with a Self-Reg 
lens. More information coming soon!

Self-Reg Parent Night (FREE)

Master Class • 11:00am EST

Restoration in the 5 Domains Social Domain • 2:00pm EST

WEDNESDAY, JULY 14
WEEK 2

THURSDAY, JULY 15
WEEK 2

FRIDAY, JULY 16
WEEK 2

Small Group Discussions • 11:00am EST
Focusing on small group dialogue, participants will discuss their application of Self-Reg knowledge and 
practices in relation to our theme of Calm, Kind & Capable. Small group topics  will be decided on the 
day. Participants will be able to join any group that takes their fancy when they join the Zoom meeting.

SRSS Full Circle Panel • 2:00pm EST
In these freewheeling Friday afternoon sessions Susan Hopkins and panels of three Self-Reg experts, 
will explore ideas and themes emanating from the weeks proceeding. Be prepared for lively discussion, 
compelling stories and lots of insights from Self-Reggers across a variety of  disciplines and practices.
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Reframing Calm with Dr. Susan Hopkins • 11:00am EST
There is a reason 'Calm' was the first word in the title of Dr. Shanker's first book for 
educators: Calm Alert and Learning. That’s because an embodied state of calmness, 
enabled by a low tension state and feelings of safety, underpin human capacity 
for learning, growth and prosocial behaviour. In her final keynote of SRSS 2021, 
Susan Hopkins explores the Self-Reg understanding of calm and the practices 
that support calmness in children, youth and adults, including:
   • The difference between calm and quiet.
   • How calmness supports both kindness and capability.
   • Helping children experience and learn what true calm feels like.
   • Co-regulation: calmness is not simply a solitary phenomenon.
   • Turning off the limbic alarm: helping children whose calm is impaired by  
    excess stress that makes them feel chronically unsafe and hypervigilant.
   • Restoring our own calm so we can lend our calm to others.
   • Helping children manage their energy and tension, and be more receptive to calming    
    restorative activities as they move through the brain-body stress response.

Master Class Self-Reg for Teens and Families with ACES with Cathy Lethbridge 
• 2:00pm EST
This Master Class will help teachers, parents and others in non-therapeutic roles, to use Self-Reg to 
work more sensitively with teenagers affected by adverse childhood experiences such as poverty, 
neglect and abuse.

MONDAY, JULY 19
WEEK 3
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The Self-Reg Pathway from Dysregulation to Restoration 
with Dr. Stuart Shanker • 11:00am EST
We often think of restoration as primarily biological (physiological): moving from a state of high 
tension and energy depletion to a state of calm, alertness. And while that works as an elevator speech, 
restoration happens in all domains, not just the biological. Dr. Shanker will unpack restoration in each 
domain and across the domains: what our mind as well as our body needs.
   • What does it mean to restore emotionally? Exactly what are we restoring and how do we do it?
   • How can we restore cognitively. Is it about adept metacognition and getting back to rationality,   
    or is there more?
   • What’s involved in social domain restoration beyond simply “reaching out.”
   • And in the prosocial domain, how do we replenish our capacity for empathy and moral    
    judgment? 

Dr. Shanker will also explore concepts such as deep listening, limbic resonance and interbrain 
communication as part of a deep dive into Practice 5 of Self-Reg. Don't miss it!

Restoration in the 5 Domains Prosocial Domain • 2:00pm EST

Master Class • 11:00am EST

WEEK 3
TUESDAY, JULY 20

WEDNESDAY, JULY 21
WEEK 3

Self-Reg Talks
More engaging and personal stories from Self-Reggers, educators, caregivers, practitioners and experts 
with a Self-Reg lens related to our conference theme.

Individual Self-Reg Session #3

Self-Reg & Others Session #3

Conversations on Stewardship of the Land, Environment & Our Children’s 
Future
Join Susan Hopkins in exploring 3x talks from experts in the field of stewardship and the environment 
with a Self-Reg lens. More information coming soon!

THURSDAY, JULY 22
WEEK 3
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Small Group Discussions • 11:00am EST
Focusing on small group dialogue, participants will discuss their application of Self-Reg knowledge and 
practices in relation to our theme of Calm, Kind & Capable. Small group topics  will be decided on the 
day. Participants will be able to join any group that takes their fancy when they join the Zoom meeting.

SRSS Full Circle Panel with Drs Stuart Shanker & Susan Hopkins • 2:00pm EST
Be sure to log in as we close the Symposium with a live session where Liz Shepherd asks Stuart and 
Susan questions sent in by symposium participants. Ask a question. Any question.

FRIDAY, JULY 23
WEEK 3
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Meet Our Presenters
Dr. Stuart Shanker (D.Phil) is a Distinguished Research Professor Emeritus of Philosophy and 
Psychology and the CEO of The MEHRIT Centre, Ltd. His latest books “Reframed: Self-Reg 
for a Just Society” (University of Toronto Press 2020) and “Self-Reg Schools: A Handbook for 
Educators” (Pearson 2019) co-authored with Susan Hopkins is a follow-up to “Calm, Alert and 
Learning: Classroom Strategies for Self-Regulation” (Pearson 2012). His book, “Self-Reg: How 
to Help Your Child (and You) Break the Stress Cycle and Successfully Engage With Life” (2016), 
still garners enthusiastic reviews and media attention throughout North America and has been 
published in the UK, the US, Poland, Germany, China, South Korea, The Netherlands, and the 
Czech Republic.

In 2012 Dr. Shanker founded The MEHRIT Centre as a Self-Reg learning and information centre. Stuart commits 
considerable time to bringing the research and science of Self-Reg to parents, early childhood educators, teachers, 
educational leaders, health practitioners and communities through his writings, presentations, online courses, webinars, 
social media and a blog entitled, “The Self-Reg View”. Read more about Dr. Shanker here.

A passionate advocate for children, families, schools and communities, Dr. Susan Hopkins is the 
Executive Director of The MEHRIT Centre. Over Susan’s two decades of experience in education, 
she has worked in roles in the early years, K-12 and post-secondary across contexts from Italy 
to the Northwest Territories (NWT) including classroom teacher, program support teacher, 
vice-principal, district coordinator for inclusion, researcher, curriculum developer, and post-
secondary instructor. Susan led the NWT implementation of the Early Development Instrument 
in kindergarten, co-authored the 10-Year Early Childhood Framework, developed the NWT play 
and culture-based kindergarten curriculum and led the Planning, Research and Evaluation 
division for the Department of Education. Under 5+ years of Susan’s leadership, The MEHRIT Centre has evolved into a 
highly respected, accessible, and successful center for teaching and learning Self-Reg. Susan recently co-authored the Self-
Reg Schools Handbook for Educators and developed the online resources for the Principal’s edition with Stuart Shanker 
(Pearson, 2019). Read more about Dr. Hopkins here.

Dr. Jean Clinton is a Clinical Professor, Department of Psychiatry and Behavioural Neurosciences 
at McMaster, division of Child Psychiatry. She is on staff at McMaster Children’s Hospital with 
cross appointments in Pediatrics and Family Medicine, and an Associate in the Department of 
Child Psychiatry at Sick Children’s Hospital. She is a Fellow of the Child Trauma Academy, as 
well as a Zero to Three Academy Fellow since 2013. She has been a consultant to children and 
youth mental health programs, child welfare, and primary care for over 30 years. Dr. Clinton was 
appointed as an education advisor to the Premier of Ontario and the Minister of Education  
2014 - 2018.

Dr. Clinton is renowned nationally and internationally as an advocate for children’s issues. Her special interest lies in brain 
development, and the crucial role relationships and connectedness play. Jean champions the development of a national, 
comprehensive child well-being strategy including a system of early learning and care for all young children and their 
families. She is equally committed to ensuring that children’s and youths’ needs and voices are heard and respected.

Dr. Clinton has also authored her first book, Love Builds Brains which can be ordered online through Tall Pines Press, on 
Amazon and in book stores everywhere.

DR. STUART SHANKER

DR. SUSAN HOPKINS ED.D

Founder & Chief Executive Officer, The MEHRIT Centre

Executive Director, The MEHRIT Centre

Clinical Professor McMaster University, Department of Psychiatry & Behavioural Neurosciences
DR. JEAN CLINTON, BMUS MD FRCP(C)

https://self-reg.ca/media/
https://self-reg.ca/media/
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Meet Our Presenters

Paula Jurczak is a Registered Clinical Counselor, Registered Social Worker, DIR Clinician and 
Training Leader and Self-Regulation Consultant in BC specializing in assessment and treatment 
of infants, children and adolescents with complex mental health issues, specialized medical 
conditions and special needs. Paula holds a Masters Degree in Counseling Psychology and a 
Bachelors Degree in Social Work. Paula uses a strength based, family centered multidisciplinary 
approach and her work is informed by current research and evidence based intervention. 
Paula maintains a private practice using DIR and Self-Regulation models to support individuals 
experiencing attachment and regulatory challenges, behavioral and emotional difficulties, 
autism and neurodevelopmental disorders and mental health issues. She is the Dean of eLearning for The MEHRIT Centre 
(TMC) and works collaboratively to support Self-Regulation in schools, organizations, health and social service agencies 
across Canada. Paula Jurczak also presents internationally and provides psychoeducational workshops, reflective parent 
coaching, online support services and support groups and consultation to hospitals, mental health clinics, preschools and 
schools.

Prior to completing her MSc in Psychology at Trent University, Liz was deeply involved in 
voluntary work both in the USA and the UK. Her voluntary experience ranged from working 
at an animal shelter to acquiring resources and funds to support local youth. Her passion for 
volunteering, supporting and understanding others led her to pursue a career in psychology and 
makes her a natural Self-Regger. Since starting at The MEHRIT Centre in 2016, Liz has been lucky 
enough to have dipped her toes into all aspects of Self-Reg as well as the how tos of helping run 
a business with Self-Reg at the heart of everything they do. 

PAULA JURCZAK, BSW, MA, RCC, RSW

LIZ SHEPHERD

Child and Family Therapist, DIR Floortime™ Clinician/Trainer, Special Needs Consultant, Dean 
of eLearning and Self-Regulation Consultant at The MEHRIT Centre

Director, Operations The MEHRIT Centre

Cathy has been an educator for 34 years with the Simcoe County DSB, the past 16 years as a 
principal. In her current role as Central Principal of Well-being K-12, she is responsible for the 
development and implementation of programs that support the well-being of students and 
staff across the system. Cathy coaches staff, students and families to use Self-Reg practices to 
enhance their well-being and to support student achievement. She actively applies Shanker Self-
Reg in both her personal and professional life and believes in the power of Self-Reg to change 
trajectories no matter a person’s age or stage in life. Cathy enjoys facilitating online courses for 
the MEHRIT Centre and presenting at various conferences and events. She is so grateful for all 
the amazing people she has met through the MEHRIT Centre since she attended the first SRSS in 2015.
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